
Test Linear Structures 1

201300056: Structures en Models
Thursday November 10 2016; 8:45 - 11=45

This test contains 6 problems.
A (graphical) calculator can be used only to check your answers.

IMPORTANT: Explain well how you obtained your answers. Motivate EACH oÍ your answers.
A correct answer without clearly explained solution will give at most l pt in each of the questions.

t6ptl p"(m.) is the vector space of polynomials of degree at most n. Fix a e IR. and

,, consider a subset W c P"(R) of polynomials /(t) such that ./(o) : O:

W:{Í(t):f(a):0}.
Prove that W is a subspace oÍ P"(R).

2. [6pt] Prove that a set of vectors {rr,rr,.. . ,up} c I/ is linearly dependent if and only if
at least one of the vectors is a linear combination of the other vectors.

--'
3.'t6ptl Determine whether set ,S below is a basis for Mr(R.):

,:{(; _; ),(à3),(1 i),(gà)}

'4. [6pt] T :V -+ W is a linear transformation, and dim(lz) > dim(l4r). Prove that 7 cannot
be one-to-one.

S: [6pt] T:V -+W isalineartransformation,and 0:{ur,,u2t...,u,}isabasisÍorV.' Prove that span(Z(p)) : R(T).

6. A linear transÍormation ? , Pr(R) -+ IR.a is given by

/ a+b \
r(ars + br2 + r* + a) : I lli I

\ o*, /
(a) [spt] Determine [7]f , where B and.y are the standard bases for PIR) and IR.a, repec-



(b) tsptl Show that [T(r3 t 2r2 * 3r * 1)], : lr)"i!", * 2r2 -t Jr * tlp.

7.^t6ptl Let,4 be an nx n malrix. Prove that a linear system Ax: b has a unique solution
iÍ and only if the matrix A is invertible.

8. Let ar, where .i : 7,2,3,4,5, denote the j-th column of a 3 x 5 matrix A. The reduced_J'

'qchelon Íorm of the augmented matrix (/lb)pf the system Ax: b is given as Íollows:

/ t -7 2 b g\,1'\
ío o o r rfio l'.
\o o o o o{p/

Further, the 1-st and the 4-th columns oÍ .4 
"r" 

girf"n as Íollows:

,,:(-Í) ":(i)
(a) [spt] Determine rank(A) and dim(Ks), where K17 is a solution set of Ax: 0.

(Oltsptl Give an example of a5 x 2 matrix B such thatB lO,butAB: O, where O is a
í 

---- --r.-:-- 
^I ^ ^ - ----- -- - -- -r!-- - r!-' " zersrnatrixof a corresponding dimenslon.

(c) [spt] Find the solution set oÍ,4x: b.

(d) tSpt] Compute the other three columns of ,4 and the vector b.

9. Matrix A and vector b are given as Íollows:

/r 2 z \ l- 1l
Ío tl2rl2 l, b:l-1 l.\o 'o -t)' Lil

(a) [spt] Find the inverse of matrix.4.

(b) t6pt] Find the coordinates oÍ b in the basis, consisting of the columns of ,4.
1.

,Q.. [10pt] Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors oÍ the matrix

A: (? 3)

Total: 90pt

grade=([number of points]+1 0y1 0.


